Peripheral and Central Giant Cell Lesions in Children: Institutional Experience at Subharti Dental College and Hospital

Abstract

Introduction: Giant cell lesions (GCG) are a group of varied lesions that contain a multitude of multinucleated, osteoclast-like giant cells within connective tissue stroma. These include giant cell granulomas which may be central (CGCG), if they lie within the jaw bone, or, peripheral (PGCG) if they lie within the soft tissue. Giant cell granulomas comprised 9.29% of all oral lesions. This case series comprises of 5 giant cell lesions in children between the ages of 4 to 12 years.

Materials and Methods: A retrospective analysis was conducted of all patients who were diagnosed with giant cell lesions and treated over a period of 10 years (from August 2004 to August 2014) at Subharti Dental College and Hospital, Meerut, India. Results: A total of 5 giant cell lesions were identified in this case series, of which 2 cases were diagnosed as PGCG and 3 cases as CGCG. Surgical excision and curettage was performed for 2 peripheral lesions under local anesthesia while 1 central lesion was excised under general anesthesia. Two central lesions were treated with a non-surgical approach using intralesional corticosteroid. Conclusion: Our experience suggests that a correct diagnosis and complete surgical excision with curettage is effective in complete management of oral giant cell lesions in the pediatric age group.
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Introduction

Giant cell lesions (GCG) are a group of varied lesions that contain a multitude of multinucleated, osteoclast-like giant cells within connective tissue stroma. These include giant cell granulomas which may be central, if they lie within the jaw bone, or peripheral if they lie within the soft tissue. Giant cell granulomas comprised 9.29% of all oral lesions.[1]

Peripheral giant cell granuloma (PGCG) is a benign, reactive lesion that clinically presents as a soft to firm, reddish purple, polyoid, or nodular lesion. These lesions occur most frequently on the alveolar ridge or gingiva of the incisor or canine area of the mandible and originate from the connective tissue of the periosteum or the periodontal membrane.[2] The exact etiology of PGCG is uncertain, but it may also be associated with local irritating factors such as plaque, calculus, improper dental restorations, trauma, or tooth extractions.[2] These lesions are generally asymptomatic with unremarkable radiographic characteristics. However, adjacent tooth resorption may occasionally be seen radiographically.

Although the lesion may occur at any age, PGCG lesions are more common in females in the fifth and sixth decade of life.[4] PGCG may also be associated with primary hyperparathyroidism or glycogen storage disease type Ib.[5]

Central giant cell granuloma (CGCG) is a benign, intraosseous lesion comprising 7% of all benign jaw lesions.[5] CGCG is defined as an intraosseous lesion consisting of cellular fibrous tissue that contains multiple foci of hemorrhage, aggregation of multinucleated giant cells, and occasionally trabeculae of woven bone.[6] CGCG shows a female predilection (2:1), is more common in the mandible than maxilla, with the anterior mandible the most common location and occurs predominantly before the age of 30 years.[6]

The clinical presentation of CGCG varies from a red or blue, soft, painless, asymptomatic swelling to a painful, aggressive lesion producing local osseous destruction, root resorption, tooth displacement, and/or cortical plate perforation with tendency for recurrence. Radiologically, the lesion shows wide
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variation and may present as a small, unilocular swelling or a large, multilocular lesion with root resorption, tooth displacement, and cortical perforation. Multiple CGCG lesions are uncommon and are usually associated with a syndrome such as cherubism, neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), or Noonan’s syndrome.[7]

Histopathologic features of both the central and PGCG are characterized by the presence of abundant multinucleated giant cells and mononuclear stromal cells in a fibrous connective tissue. Hybrid lesions have also been reported which are CGCG lesions associated with fibro‑osseous lesions mimicking GCG.[8] The aim of this case series is to describe the clinical features, histopathology, and management of 5 cases of giant cell granulomas in children.

Materials and Methods

This case series comprises 5 GCG in children between the ages of 4 and 12 years. A retrospective analysis was conducted of all patients who were diagnosed with GCG and treated over 10 years (from August 2004 to August 2014) at Subharti Dental College and Hospital, Meerut, India. The lesions in these children were diagnosed and managed through interdisciplinary collaboration of the Departments of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Oral Pathology and Microbiology and Pediatric Dentistry. Informed consent was obtained from the parents of all the children involved in the study. The analysis was approved by the Institutional Ethical Committee. The demographic details, clinical features, and management approaches of all the patients are listed in Table 1. Detailed history and clinical examination were performed for all the children. An orthopantomogram was taken for all the cases [Figures 1 and 2].

Surgical excision and curettage were performed for two peripheral lesions under local anesthesia, whereas one central lesion was excised under general anesthesia. Adjacent teeth were scaled to remove local irritants. Two CGCG lesions were treated with a nonsurgical approach using intralesional corticosteroid. Medical conditions precluding the use of steroids were ruled out before therapy. A standard protocol[9] recommended in the literature was followed. Weekly injections of a mixture of equal parts of triamcinolone acetonide (Kenalog 10; 10 mg/ml) and local anesthetic (Xylocaine; 2% lignocaine hydrochloride with 1:200000 epinephrine) were used for 6 weeks. Response to treatment was assessed through: increasing difficulty of needle penetration into the lesion, back pressure felt while injecting solution, decreased swelling and pain, accompanied by increasing radiopacity visible on radiographs, and lesion regression.

### Table 1: Demographic details, clinical features, and management approaches of all the patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial number</th>
<th>Age (years)/sex</th>
<th>Type of GCG</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Lesion size (cm)</th>
<th>Local irritation factors</th>
<th>Management</th>
<th>Response to treatment</th>
<th>Recurrence up to 1 year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>4/male</td>
<td>Peripheral</td>
<td>Maxillary left anterior gingiva</td>
<td>1×1</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Surgical excision and curettage under local anesthesia</td>
<td>Responsive</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2[7]</td>
<td>12/male</td>
<td>Peripheral</td>
<td>Maxillary anterior gingiva</td>
<td>2.0×1.5</td>
<td>Calculus deposits</td>
<td>Surgical excision and curettage under local anesthesia</td>
<td>Responsive</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>8/female</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Mandibular right posterior region</td>
<td>2×2.5</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Intralesional steroid injections</td>
<td>Nonresponsive to intralesional steroids</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>11/male</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Mandibular anterior region</td>
<td>5.0×4.0</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Intralesional steroid injections followed by surgical excision and curettage under general anesthesia</td>
<td>Nonresponsive to intralesional steroids</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>11/male</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Mandibular anterior region</td>
<td>5.0×4.0</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Surgical excision and curettage under general anesthesia</td>
<td>Responsive</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GCG – Giant cell lesions

Figure 1: Preoperative orthopantomogram showing peripheral giant cell lesion in the left maxilla
Results

Out of the 5 GCG lesions identified [Table 1], 2 peripheral lesions were located in the maxillary anterior region. Three central lesions were, with 2 situated in the mandibular anterior region and 1 in the posterior region. Two of the central lesions crossed the midline. The size of the peripheral lesions was relatively small, varying from 1.0 cm × 1.0 cm to 2.0 cm × 1.5 cm while the central lesions varied in size from 2.0 cm × 2.5 cm to larger 5.0 cm × 4.0 cm lesions. The peripheral lesions were asymptomatic, soft, rubbery, and purplish red in color with one case showing calculus deposits on the adjacent teeth [Figure 3]. The central lesions were bluish red in color, hard with slight pain, or asymptomatic [Figure 4]. Radiographically, all the GCG identified lesions had a radiolucent cystic appearance, with variable levels of margin definition.

In all cases, a provisional diagnosis of giant cell granuloma was made on the basis of history and clinical examination. The serum calcium, phosphate, alkaline phosphatase, and parathyroid hormone (PTH) levels were undertaken to eliminate hyperparathyroidism in all cases. The histologic examination for patients 1 and 2 [Table 1] showed a nonencapsulated mass of tissue compiled of a fibrillar connective tissue stroma containing fibroblasts, multinucleated giant cells, blood vessels and hemosiderin pigmentation, suggestive of PGCG [Figure 5]. Histologically, for cases 3 through 5 [Table 1], cellular connective tissue stroma with numerous multinucleated giant cells, blood capillaries, bony trabeculae with osteocytes in lacunae, and mild lymphocytic infiltrate was seen on hematoxylin and eosin stained sections, suggestive of CGCG [Figure 6].

Surgical excision and curettage were performed for two peripheral lesions and one central lesion. Adjacent teeth were scaled to remove local irritants. The postoperative healing was uneventful. One peripheral lesion showed recurrence at 8-month follow-up and was surgically re-excised. Two CGCG lesions were treated with a nonsurgical approach using intralesional corticosteroid. However, the lesions in these children were unresponsive to treatment after 6 weeks. Surgical excision and curettage of these lesions were later performed under general anesthesia. All the cases were reviewed on a monthly basis for 1-year postoperatively.

Discussion

A total of 5 GCG were identified in this case series, of which 2 cases were diagnosed as PGCG and 3 cases as CGCG. PGCG lesions occur more than 2 times more
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Conversely, we encountered a slightly lesser number of PGCG cases (2) than CGCG (3) in this institutional experience.

PGCG is usually found in females and in adults, with few reported cases in children. Only about 20%–33% of PGCG lesions are reported to occur in the first and second decades of life. PGCG lesions are found to occur more often in females and in the mandibular anterior region. However, both of the PGCG lesions in our case series were male children, with maxillary anterior lesions. One study has shown equal prevalence of PGCG in both genders. In children, reactive lesions such as PGCG can demonstrate a rapid growth rate and attain a large size over a relatively short period and require prompt diagnosis and management. In addition, these soft-tissue nodules can cause superficial erosion of bone, produce minor or moderate tooth movement, and interfere with or delay eruption of teeth.

Clinically, the PGCG lesions showed features consistent with the typical appearance of PGCG. Radiographically, no superficial erosion or tooth displacement was seen in our cases. The characteristic histologic features include a nonencapsulated highly cellular mass with abundant giant cells, inflammation, interstitial hemorrhage, hemosiderin deposits, mature bone or osteoid. The histologic examination in our cases showed parakeratinized stratified squamous epithelium with fibrocellular connective tissue stroma showing numerous multinucleated giant cells, proliferating fibroblasts, blood vessels, and moderate amount of inflammatory cell infiltrate. Peripheral areas of the tissue showed few bony trabeculae and areas showing hemosiderin pigmentation were also evident.

The differential diagnosis of PGCG includes reactive gingival lesions such as peripheral ossifying fibroma (POF), pyogenic granuloma, and fibroma which present similar clinical and radiographic pictures. However, the pyogenic granuloma is friable and quick to bleed unlike PGCG, POFs, and fibromas lesions do not have the distinctive bluish-red color of PGCG lesions, and the parulis is characterized by purulent exudate and pain. Radiographically, POF may show evidence of dystrophic calcification, but all POF lesions do not routinely demonstrate this feature. These lesions may be differentiated further histologically. POFs are more cellular than fibromas and less vascular than pyogenic granulomas. Hemangiomas may also mimic PGCG lesions but are distinguished from PGCG by brisk bleeding, increased warmth of the tissue, and blanching on palpation which are characteristic features of this vascular lesion.

PGCG is managed by surgical excision and elimination of any local irritational factors. Timely diagnosis and intervention of PGCG lesions result in conservation of bone and tooth structure. Regardless of the surgical technique employed for PGCG, it is important to eliminate etiologic factors, including plaque, calculus, and plaque-retentive restorations. The recurrence rate is approximately 10%–17.5%, but multiple recurrences with eventual loss of the adjacent teeth are a potential complication. Of importance to pediatric dentists treating PGCG, the recurrence rate mentioned refers to PGCG recurrence rates in children as well as adults. No clear data is available on recurrence rates in the pediatric population per se to the best of our knowledge. Recurrence was seen in one peripheral lesion in our series at 8-month follow-up and surgical retreatment was performed. The cause of recurrence in our case could be attributed to poor oral hygiene because recurring plaque and calculus deposits were present in the teeth adjacent to the lesion. Since PGCG is a reactive gingival lesion, these irritants may have triggered reformation of this lesion. A similar recurrence of PGCG lesion was reported by a few other studies.

Although both peripheral and central GCGs are considered reactive lesions, the nature of CGCG is variable with various authors designating it as a reactive lesion, genetic abnormality with translocation of sex and autosomal chromosomes or as a benign tumor. It was earlier termed as central giant cell reparative granuloma by Jaffe in 1953. The reparative description of CGCG is currently considered obsolete, owing to the aggressive/destructive nature of the lesion.

CGCG occurs predominantly in females below the age of 30 years, favoring the mandibular anterior region. In our series, all children presenting with CGCG were under the age of 30 years and 2 were female out of 3 cases. All CGCG lesions in our series were located in the mandibular anterior region, conforming to reported literature. CGCG lesions may also cross the midline, as was the case in 2 of our lesions.

The clinical behavior of CGCG is variable. Aggressive and nonaggressive lesions of CGCG may be distinguished...
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Aggressive lesions are characterized by one or more of the following features: pain, paresthesia, root-resorption, rapid growth, cortical perforation, and a high recurrence rate following surgical curettage. Aggressive lesions are also typically larger in size than nonaggressive ones. Our three cases of CGCG presented a nonaggressive picture without clinical symptoms. Radiographically, CGCG appears as a radiolucent defect, which may be unilocular or multilocular, and the defect is usually well-defined, as was in our cases. Aggressive lesions may show more root resorption and cortical perforation than nonaggressive ones.

The histologic picture of CGCG displays 2 distinctive features—a highly cellular, fibroblastic stroma with high vascular density and irregularly distributed giant cells, with variable cell size and morphology, within the stroma. Dystrophic calcification and metaplastic ossification are common, especially around the periphery of the lesion. In our cases, similar histopathologic findings were observed, which showed cellular connective tissue stroma with numerous multinucleated giant cells, blood capillaries, bony trabeculae with osteocytes in lacunae, and mild lymphocytic infiltrate. Histologically, aggressive lesions display a larger fractional surface area occupied by giant cells. The three CGCG lesions in this case series showed nonaggressive lesions with features conforming to the ones stated above. At a molecular level, the giant cells of CGCG are derived from a subset of mononuclear phagocytes. These mononuclear precursor cells differentiate into mature giant cells under the influence of RANKL-expressing, proliferating spindle-shaped (osteoblast-like) stroma cells (RANKL is an essential cytokine required for osteoclastogenesis). However, immunohistochemistry is of limited use in differentiation between aggressive and nonaggressive lesions.

Ameloblastoma, odontogenic myxoma, giant cell tumors of long bones (GCT), Brown tumor of hyperparathyroidism, aneurysmal bone cyst, and GCG of genetic disorders such as cherubism, Noonan syndrome, and NF1 constitute the differential diagnosis of CGCG. All of these lesions show multiple, lytic radiolucencies and are histologically and radiologically indistinguishable and a clinical-radiologic-biochemical approach is required to make a definitive diagnosis. GCT occurs chiefly in long bone and less frequently affects the jaw bones, unlike CGCG. They are usually painful and fast growing. GCT and CGCG may represent a spectrum of a single disease process modified by the age of the patient and the site of occurrence. Increased PTH levels can cause an imbalance between osteoclastic-osteoblastic homeostasis and calcium-phosphorus regulation which can lead to bone resorption with fibrous replacement of the marrow and thinning of the cortex. The Brown tumors are focal lesions found within these areas of bone resorption. Patients showing GCG must undergo a serum parathyroid assay to rule out hyperparathyroidism. In some cases, the CGCG lesion may be the first indicator of the primary hyperparathyroidism. Ameloblastoma tends to occur in an older age group (20–60 years), in the posterior mandible and shows well-defined internal septa radiographically. Conversely, CGCG shows wispy, ill-defined trabeculation. The odontogenic myxoma does not cause much expansion, occurs in an older age group and has well-defined septa. The aneurysmal bone cyst is typically composed of honeycomb-like, blood-filled spaces with a lining of flat nonendothelial cells, which distinguishes it from CGCG lesions. GCG in patients with Cherubism are generally accompanied by a family history of affected members and spontaneous lesion regression. CGCG is only rarely present in patients with a Noonan genotype (mutation in PTPN11), a NF1 genotype or a neurofibromatosis-Noonan syndrome phenotype. This may mean that the occurrence of CGCG in these patients is coincidental.

The accepted surgical management of CGCG lesions varies from simple curettage to wide en bloc resection depending on the following factors: clinical behavior, age of the patient, location and size of the lesion. In young children, such as in our case, surgical treatments may lead to damage to primary teeth or to developing permanent tooth germs or teeth. One lesion out of the 3 CGCG lesions described here was treated with surgical excision and curettage only, whereas the remaining 2 lesions were surgically excised following intralesional steroid therapy.

Nonsurgical methods of treatment that have been tried involve using intralesional calcitonin, intralesional steroids, antiangiogenic therapy using interferons, and radiotherapy. The benefits of any nonsurgical treatment are that disfiguring surgery and the potential loss of teeth or tooth germs in children may be prevented.

Steroids, such as triamcinolone acetonide, inhibit osteoclasts in marrow cultures and in conditions of resorption of bone by increased apoptosis. Successful nonsurgical treatment with intralesional corticosteroid injections has been advocated in a variety of cases. The benefits of intralesional steroids include ease of administration, minimal invasiveness with no disfiguring or damaging outcomes, short duration of treatment, minimal side effects, and option to treat surgically at later date. The disadvantages with intralesional steroid treatment are associated with the long treatment time, patient compliance, and systemic effects associated with the steroids used. The vast majority of CGCG lesions subjected to initial intralesional corticosteroid treatment involve children, where surgery is potentially a more disfiguring and complicated option. Intralesional steroids were used in two out of three cases of CGCG cases of CGCG discussed here. The steroidal therapy caused no untoward side effects and was well tolerated. However, both the lesions treated were nonresponsive to steroids after 6 weeks of intralesional steroid therapy using a standard...
protocol that recommends weekly injections of a mixture of equal parts of 10 mg/mL of triamcinolone acetonide and local anesthetic for 6 weeks. Surgical excision and curettage were later required for the definitive management. The possible reasons for nonresponse to steroid therapy in our cases could be the unpredictable response to intralesional steroid reported in some cases which required surgical intervention later. This could have been minimized by receptor typing before selection of a particular nonsurgical treatment option. This involves identification of glucocorticoid or calcitonin receptors present on both mononuclear spindle cell and multinucleated giant cells. CGCG lesions with unpredictable response to intralesional corticosteroids similar to our study have been reported in the literature. Some authors recommend nonsurgical/corticosteroid therapy as first choice treatment in the management of CGCG lesions.

The reported recurrence rate following surgical and nonsurgical treatment (isolated or combined use) varies among studies, ranging from 11% to 41%, with maxillary and aggressive lesions showing greater recurrence. Whitaker and Waldron reported a mean interval between diagnosis and initial treatment and treatment of a recurrence was 21 months and stated that very few recurrences manifested after 2 years of initial treatment. None of the CGCG lesions in our series showed recurrence up to 1 year of follow-up. Persistent recurrences can be explained by the reserved surgical procedures with regard to the germs of permanent teeth and the surrounding bone. One author suggests resection of part of the jaw in all cases of central giant cell granuloma of the maxilla and sinuses, whereas in other localizations, they recommend curettage with grinding of the bone up to healthy tissue. However, this type of resection would be a radical procedure involving a significant defect of part of the jaw and teeth and such disfiguring treatments may be a less viable option in children.

**Conclusion**

Our experience suggests that a correct diagnosis and complete surgical excision with curettage are effective in the complete management of oral GCG in the pediatric age group.
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